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Satisfied patients, interesting
instruments, the joy of helping others –
being a doctor is a very good thing to
do, but it is demanding and carries a
lot of responsibility. It is not easy to
learn all about the workings of the
human body, to recognize symptoms of
various diseases and to keep a cool head
in critical situations. Come with us for
a look at all you will have to do and
know if you want to become a doctor.
Doctor’s coat on – your patients await!
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What does a proper DOCTOR look like and need?
TREATMENT

EQUIPMENT

There are various ways of
treating illness. Sometimes time
is the best healer. In other cases,
medicine helps. Occasionally
a further examination or even
surgery is needed.

Doctors receive and treat their
patients in the doctor‘s surgery. Inside,
they have an examination couch and
a computer in which to keep patients‘
records.

prescription

A FACE MASK PREVENTS THE SPREAD OF
INFECTION. IF I AM ILL, I PROTECT OTHERS
BY WEARING ONE.

card index

PROTECTION
As doctors often come
into contact with the sick,
they use various protective
equipment to prevent the
spread of disease.

couch
computer
first-aid box
bandage

medicine

plasters

USING THE PRESSURE GAUGE,
THE DOCTORS CHECK IF OUR BLOOD
PRESSURE IS NORMAL, HIGH OR
LOW. HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE IS
DANGEROUS FOR OUR BODY AND
MUST BE TREATED.

EXAMINATION
Doctors use various tools
for the examination of
patients. To listen to the
lungs and heart, they use
a stethoscope. Various
diseases can be detected
from a sample of urine
or blood.

disinfectant
thermometer
protective
gloves

eye test

tongue
depressor

stethoscope

CLOTHING
Medical professionals wear
comfortable, practical
clothing. The traditional
color of the coat or uniform
is white. Soothing blue or
green are also popular.

test tube

pressure
gauge

syringe

urine
container

comfortable shoes

As a DOCTOR I must …
be able to
stand the
sight of blood
and injury

BECOMING
A DOCTOR IS NOT
EASY. IT REQUIRES
SEVERAL YEARS OF
INTENSIVE STUDY AT
UNIVERSITY.

know a lot about the
human body

address
patients’
worries
and dispel
their fears

support patients and
treat them kindly

be
educated

be able to explain
health problems
to patients

be ready to help in
unexpected situations

WHILE A STUDENT,
YOU CHOOSE
A SPECIALIZATION
FOR YOUR CAREER
IN MEDICINE. I WISH
TO BECOME A GENERAL
PRACTITIONER.

be fit and
healthy,
so setting
a good
example

My dream has come true –

I’M A DOCTOR!

THERE’S NOTHING TO
FEAR. WE’LL PATCH UP
THAT KNEE IN NO TIME.

HOW MANY
GOALS DID
YOU SCORE?

THERE’S NO NEED
FOR AN X-RAY. IT’S
NOTHING SERIOUS.
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